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What is orthostatic hypotension? 
Orthostatic hypotension (also called postural hypotension) is a decrease in blood pressure when moving 
from a sitting or lying position to an upright position. 

Orthostatic hypotension is common early after an SCI, but it can also be present long-term or following an 
illness or period of reduced mobility. Orthostatic hypotension may happen with or without symptoms. 

Signs and symptoms of orthostatic hypotension: 
• Dizziness 

• Light-headedness 
• Fainting 
• Temporary loss of consciousness (experiencing a 

“black out”) 

• Fatigue (tiredness) 

• Blurry vision  

• Muscle weakness 

Key points 
• Blood pressure control issues after spinal cord injury (SCI) may contribute to a condition 

called orthostatic hypotension.  

• Orthostatic hypotension is a decrease in blood pressure when moving from a lying or sitting 
position to an upright position. 

• Orthostatic hypotension may be experienced as dizziness, light-headedness, fainting and 
weakness when getting upright. 

• Research suggests that the medication midodrine hydrochloride is effective for treating 
orthostatic hypotension after SCI. 

• A number of other medications and non-drug treatments are also used to treat orthostatic 
hypotension, including fluid and salt intake, compression garments, electrical stimulation and 
various forms of physical activity. Further research is needed to determine if these treatments 
are effective. 

Blurry vision is a common symptom of 
orthostatic hypotension.1 
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Who is at risk of orthostatic hypotension after SCI? 
Orthostatic hypotension can happen to anyone after SCI; however certain factors are associated with 
developing orthostatic hypotension. 

People with tetraplegia 
Orthostatic hypotension is more common in people with higher levels of SCI, especially with injuries 
in the cervical and upper thoracic spinal cord (people with tetraplegia). 

People with traumatic injuries 
People with traumatic SCI are more likely to develop orthostatic hypotension than those with a non-
traumatic SCI. 

Why does orthostatic hypotension happen? 
When the body moves into an upright 
position, the blood naturally flows 
downward because of gravity. If the 
body does not respond in any way to 
help push the blood back up, it pools in 
the blood vessels of the lower body, 
causing a drop in blood pressure in the 
upper body. If blood pressure is low, not 
enough blood can reach the heart and 
brain, which causes symptoms like 
dizziness, fainting and tiredness. 

 

 

 

 

How is blood pressure controlled when the spinal cord is not 

injured? 
Under normal circumstances, when we move upright, the body’s blood pressure control 

mechanisms kick in to maintain circulation. The main changes include: 

• Blood vessels narrow (called vasoconstriction) to prevent pooling and maintain blood pressure. 

• The heart works harder by pumping more quickly to help push blood through circulation. 

The combined vasoconstriction and increased heart rate help maintain blood pressure against the 
force of gravity in standing. These changes are controlled by the autonomic nervous system. 

Blood pressure changes in response to 
changes in body position.2 
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Orthostatic hypotension is common after SCI, particularly in the early period after injury. There are 
several reasons why orthostatic hypotension happens after SCI. 

Changes to the autonomic nervous system 
The main reason that orthostatic hypotension happens after SCI is because of altered control of the 
autonomic nervous system. 

 

The autonomic nervous system 
The autonomic nervous system controls largely unconscious bodily processes such as blood 
pressure, heart rate, breathing rate, body temperature, digestion, bladder, bowel and sexual 
function. It has two divisions: 

• The sympathetic nervous system prepares the body for stressful or emergency situations. It is 
often called the ‘fight or flight’ system, because it prepares the body for action. For example, it 

increases heart rate and constricts blood vessels. 

• The parasympathetic nervous system prepares the body for normal, non-emergency situations. It 
is often called the ‘rest and digest’ system, because it allows the body to restore itself. For 

example, it slows heart rate and relaxes blood vessels. 
The sympathetic and parasympathetic systems have different (and often opposite) effects on the 
organs and work together to control bodily functions according to the situation. 

 

 

 

 

 

Most of the nerves that control the sympathetic nervous system arise from the thoracic spinal cord. 
Because the sympathetic nerves are responsible for narrowing (constricting) the blood vessels and 
increasing heart rate when changing positions, SCI in these areas can affect blood pressure control. 
Without the sympathetic nervous system, the blood vessels and heart rate do not respond appropriately 
to changes in position and blood can pool in the legs and abdomen, leading to orthostatic hypotension. 

Reduced muscle activity 
Loss of muscle activity in the legs and trunk after SCI may also contribute to orthostatic hypotension. 
Normally, when the muscles tense, they act like small pumps that squeeze the blood vessels to help 
push blood back up to the heart. Muscle activity in the legs and abdomen helps to maintain blood 
pressure in standing. This is sometimes called the skeletal muscle pump.  

If there is paralysis in the leg muscles, the muscles do not help to pump blood back up to the heart, 
which can lead to blood pooling and orthostatic hypotension. This is why sometimes just sitting for a 
long time after a position change to upright can lead to symptoms of orthostatic hypotension. The 
effects of the loss of muscle activity seem to have a greater impact earlier after injury, before the body 
develops strategies to compensate for blood pressure changes. 

The autonomic nervous system controls various body functions.3-6 
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Cardiovascular deconditioning 
During the early phase after injury, bed rest is often required for healing of injuries. 
However, long periods of bed rest and reduced movement can cause the heart and blood 
vessels to become less responsive to position changes and changes in blood pressure. 
This likely contributes to orthostatic hypotension in the early phase after SCI. 

The body may also produce more of a chemical called nitric oxide as a result of bed rest following SCI, 
which causes widening (relaxing) of the blood vessels and further contribute to orthostatic hypotension. 

Low blood volume and salt levels in the blood 
The body regulates blood volume (the amount of blood in circulation) through water and salt levels in 
the blood. Spinal cord injury can disrupt this balance and lead to low blood volume, low blood 
pressure and orthostatic hypotension. Low salt levels in the blood are also common after SCI, which 
can also contribute to orthostatic hypotension. A diet that is low in salt or fluids can also contribute to 
orthostatic hypotension. 

Other factors that may contribute to orthostatic hypotension after SCI 
Heat exposure 
Warm environments can increase the likelihood of experiencing orthostatic hypotension. The body 
responds to heat by widening the blood vessels, which lowers blood pressure. Excessive sweating in 
warm environments may also lead to dehydration, which further contributes to orthostatic hypotension. 

Medications 
Many medications can trigger orthostatic hypotension. These 
include medications used to treat conditions such as high blood 
pressure, heart disease and erectile dysfunction.  

Alcohol and caffeine 
Consuming alcohol and caffeine can worsen orthostatic 
hypotension by affecting the constriction of blood vessels during 
position changes and contributing to dehydration. 

After eating meals  
After eating, more blood is sent to the intestines for digestion, which may lower blood pressure. 
Postprandial hypotension is a form of orthostatic hypotension experienced after eating large meals. It 
is more common among older people. 

Exercise (in people with high level SCI) 
People with complete cervical SCI may experience orthostatic hypotension during exercise. This 
happens because the heart and blood vessels do not respond adequately to compensate for the 
increased blood flow to the muscles. This can cause symptoms like dizziness or nausea while 
exercising. To adjust for this, individuals may start their exercise programs with a slow progression 
or may need to use other strategies to enable them to exercise safely. 

Orthostatic hypotension can be a side 
effect of certain medications.8 
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How is orthostatic hypotension diagnosed? 
To diagnose orthostatic hypotension, blood pressure is first 
measured while in a lying or sitting position and then again in an 
upright or standing position. The two blood pressure readings 
are compared to see if there is a drop in blood pressure. Other 
times, severe symptoms alone (such as fainting) may be used to 
diagnose orthostatic hypotension. 

Since many people with SCI cannot stand, blood pressure can be 
assessed based on a lying then sitting position instead. A tilt table 
or other supportive device can be used to assist with getting upright. 

What medications are used to treat orthostatic hypotension? 
Currently, midodrine hydrochloride (ProAmatine) commonly 
referred to as midodrine, is the only medication 
recommended for managing orthostatic hypotension after 
SCI. There is not enough evidence to support the use of 
other medications. However, medications intended to help 
treat orthostatic hypotension may also have other unwanted 
effects on blood pressure after SCI, so should be discussed in 
detail with your health team for more information. 

Midodrine causes blood vessels to tighten (constrict). When 
this occurs, more blood flow travels to the heart and blood 
pressure increases to prevent blood pressure from dropping 

in standing. Midodrine is taken by mouth in the form of tablets. Regular blood pressure monitoring 
done by you or your caregiver will be required to ensure the medication is working properly. 

There is moderate evidence that midodrine is effective for treating orthostatic hypotension after SCI 
and may improve exercise performance by decreasing symptoms of low blood pressure. 

Monitoring blood pressure will help you 

determine if drug therapy is safe and effective.10  

How to interpret blood pressure readings 
The heart contracts and relaxes as it pumps blood throughout the body.  
A blood pressure reading usually shows up with two numbers: 

• The systolic blood pressure is the blood pressure when the heart contracts. It is usually the 
first of the two numbers (i.e. “120” when someone says “120 over 80”). 

• The diastolic blood pressure is the blood pressure when the heart relaxes. It is usually the 
second of the two numbers (i.e. “80” when someone says “120 over 80”). 

Orthostatic hypotension is diagnosed when there is a decrease of at least 20 mmHg in systolic 
blood pressure or a decrease of at least 10 mmHg in diastolic blood pressure after moving from 
lying or sitting to standing. 

Blood pressure reading from a blood 
pressure monitor.9 
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There are a number of other medications that have been suggested for reducing orthostatic 
hypotension, but are ineffective or the evidence is inconclusive. These include:  

What other treatment options are there? 
Several other treatment options may be used to treat orthostatic hypotension. Although there is limited 
evidence to determine whether these treatments are effective, they may be used in addition to drug 
treatments to help manage orthostatic hypotension after SCI. 

Fluids and salt  
Adequate fluid and salt intake may help to increase blood volume and maintain 
blood pressure. There is weak evidence that fluid and salt intake combined with 
medications may be effective for treating orthostatic hypotension after SCI. 
However, no research studies have been done using fluid and salt alone. 

Compression garments 
Blood pooling happens when gravity causes blood to collect in the abdomen and legs. This limits 
blood flow to other areas of the body and contributes to orthostatic hypotension. Compression 
garments are devices that apply pressure to these areas of the body to help blood circulate back up 
towards the heart. Compression garments used after SCI include: 

• Abdominal binders are devices that are placed around the lower torso to apply 
pressure to the abdomen. Most abdominal binders are elastic wraps with 
Velcro closures that are fitted around the waist.  

• Compression stockings are long socks that apply pressure to the calves. 

Compression garments are commonly used for orthostatic hypotension after SCI because they are 
inexpensive and unlikely to cause side effects. However, there is conflicting evidence about whether 
they are effective to reduce orthostatic hypotension after SCI. 

Gradual progression towards moving upright 
After a prolonged period of bed rest (such as very early after an SCI) it may take time for 
the body to adjust to getting upright. Health providers will usually gradually progress a 
person towards getting upright to help adjust the body to the new position slowly. 

This may be done by dangling the legs on the edge of the bed for a period of time before slowly raising 
the head and getting into a wheelchair. It may also be done by gradually increasing the degree of 
incline of a tilt table while being mindful of symptoms. 

Gradual progression towards moving upright is commonly used in the management of orthostatic 
hypotension, however, it has not been investigated in research studies. 

 

Refer to our 
article on 
Abdominal 
Binders for more 
information! 

11-12 

13 
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Exercise  
Regular exercise improves blood flow and may enhance the body’s ability to adapt to changes in 

posture. However, after an SCI, there are many different ways that the body responds to exercise, 
depending on the characteristics of the injury itself. People who have complete injuries in the cervical 
spinal cord can actually sometimes cause a drop in blood pressure (see above). 

• There is moderate evidence that arm exercise is 
not beneficial for reducing orthostatic 
hypotension in people with SCI.   

• There is weak evidence that body weight-
supported treadmill training does not 
significantly improve orthostatic hypotension in 
people with SCI.  

• There is weak evidence suggesting that two 
hours of daily exercise twice a week for a period 
of at least two years may help reduce orthostatic 
hypotension in individuals with SCI. 

Standing 
Standing treatments, especially those that involve some type of stimulation to the 
leg muscles, are thought to stimulate the nervous system and potentially improve 
blood pressure responses to standing. There is weak evidence that standing with a 
harness and assistance from health providers may help to increase resting blood 
pressure and improve orthostatic hypotension in people with cervical SCI.  

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) 
Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is a treatment where electrical 
stimulation is applied to the nerves and muscles to cause muscle 
contractions during an activity. Functional electrical stimulation 
stimulates the nerves and produces muscular contractions, which may 

help pump blood back to the heart. There is moderate 
evidence that functional electrical stimulation can help 
stabilize blood pressure during changes in position and 
may be used to supplement other forms of orthostatic 
hypotension treatment after SCI. 

Vibration 
Whole-body vibration is a primarily experimental treatment that involves exercising on a vibrating 
platform. This treatment is thought to cause muscles contractions which may help improve blood flow. 
There is strong evidence that whole-body vibration can increase blood pressure in people with SCI, but 
the direct effects of vibration on orthostatic hypotension after SCI has not been studied. Currently, 
whole-body vibration is not usually available outside of research settings. 

 

FES can be applied to the leg 
muscles during assisted walking.15 

Refer to our article 
on Supported 
Standing for more 
information! 

Refer to our 
article on FES 
for more 
information!  

Exercise regimens should 
be tailored to each 
individual following SCI.14  
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The bottom line 
Orthostatic hypotension is a common condition after SCI, in which blood pressure drops when 
moving from a lying or sitting position to an upright position. While research evidence supports use of 
the medication midodrine for treating orthostatic hypotension following SCI, there is little evidence to 
support the use of other medications for this purpose. 

Many non-drug treatments also exist that are commonly used. However, for the most part, there is a 
lack of research on whether these treatments are effective. Functional electrical stimulation may be 
effective to reduce orthostatic hypotension after SCI. It is important to discuss these treatment options 
with your health providers to determine which ones are suitable options for you. 

 

For a list of included studies, please see the Reference List. For a review of what we mean by “strong”, 
“moderate”, and “weak” evidence, please see SCIRE Community Evidence Ratings. 

Related resources 
Autonomic Dysreflexia: community.scireproject.com/topic/autonomic-dysreflexia/ 

Emergency and Hospital Care: community.scireproject.com/topic/emergency-and-hospital-care/ 

Understanding Rehabilitation: community.scireproject.com/topic/rehab/ 

Supported Standing: community.scireproject.com/topic/standing/ 

Abbreviated reference list  

 

Full reference list available from: community.scireproject.com/topic/orthostatic-hypotension/#references-list 

Glossary terms available from: community.scireproject.com/topics/glossary/ 
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